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Abstract

The optic-vibrational density of states and the structural arrangement of hydrogen and/or deuterium dissolved in or compounded with
the rare-earth metals (RH(D) where 0,x#3) have been measured by neutron vibrational spectroscopy (NVS) and neutron powderx

diffraction (NPD) for both the yttrium– and lanthanum–hydrogen systems. The spectra reflect the diversity in the phases encountered,
from the a-phase solid solutions at low hydrogen concentrations to the superstoichiometric b-phase dihydrides above x52 as well as the
g-phase trihydrides. The structure and dynamics of these systems are examined in detail for YH (0,x#3), where all three phases occurx

within the full concentration range, and LaH (2#x#3), where the fcc metal lattice remains the stable configuration up to the trihydridex

stoichiometry. In particular for LaH , NVS measurements of both pure and isotopically diluted samples indicate that the vibrationalx

dynamics of hydrogen located in the octahedral (o) and tetrahedral (t) interstices are dramatically altered by the presence of significant
x-dependent H–H interactions. NPD measurements are used for mapping out the x-dependent lattice symmetry due to the occurrence of
long-range ordering of hydrogen in the o sublattice and as an aid in the interpretation of the vibrational spectra. In La hydrides prepared
with H/D mixtures, both NVS and NPD confirm an isotopic enrichment of hydrogen in the o sublattice at low temperature.
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1. Introduction remains the stable configuration all the way up to the
trihydride stoichiometry.

The interaction of hydrogen with the rare-earth metals
has been the subject of numerous investigations due to the
interesting temperature- and concentration-dependent 2. Experimental
structures and properties observed in the a-phase solid
solutions as well as the various ordered hydride phases [1]. Samples were typically synthesized by gas-phase ab-
Neutron scattering methods have been crucial for gaining a sorption as discussed elsewhere [2,3]. To minimize the
better understanding of the hydrogen binding potentials problems associated with sample impurities, only high-
and ordering in these systems. In this paper, we present purity (99.99 at.%) metals and research grade H and D2 2

some previous as well as recent neutron scattering results gases were used. For superstoichiometric b-phase samples
from studies of two representative rare-earth /hydro- in particular, the pure baseline dihydride or dideuteride
gen(deuterium) systems: YH (0,x#3), where three dif- was always formed by first evacuating any excess H or Dx

ferent phases occur within the full concentration range, above x52 at 773 K, followed by adjustments in the
from an a-phase solid solution at low hydrogen con- stoichiometry by additional hydrogen or deuterium. Sam-
centrations, to the cubic dihydride b-phase for 2#x#2.10, ples containing both hydrogen isotopes were synthesized
to the hcp trihydride g-phase near x53; and the light-rare- using gas mixtures in the appropriate isotopic ratio.
earth hydrides LaH (2#x#3), where the fcc metal lattice The neutron scattering experiments were performed atx

the neutron beam split-core reactor (NBSR) at the National
Institute of Standards and Technology. Neutron-vibration-

*Corresponding author. al-spectroscopy (NVS) measurements were made using the
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BT-4 spectrometer with the Cu(220) monochromator and studies of this and similar rare-earth a-phase systems
either the low-resolution Be or high-resolution Be- indicated a short-range ordering of pairs of H atoms (in
graphite–Be filter analyzer (with assumed final energies of second-nearest-neighbor t sites separated by a metal atom)
3 and 1.2 meV, respectively). Horizontal collimations into zigzag-shaped, c-axis-directed chains below 150–170
before and after the monochromator ranged from 40’ to K. This ordering phenomenon is manifested by the high-
20’ of arc depending on the desired instrumental res- resolution, 8-K DOS spectra of the H c-axis vibrations in
olution. The energy-dependent resolution (full width at a-YH and a-Y(H D ) [8] in Fig. 2. For a-0.18 0.1 0.9 0.19

half maximum) associated with a particular spectrum is YH , the c-axis vibrational peak is split, whereas a0.18

denoted by horizontal bars beneath the peaks. Unless collapse of this splitting is observed for H in a-
otherwise indicated, relative spectral scale factors in the Y(H D ) . This is evidence that the splitting in a-0.1 0.9 0.19

figures are chosen so as to aid in lineshape comparisons, YH is due to dynamic coupling between paired hydro-0.18

and spectral lines are drawn only as guides to the eye. gens with the split features associated with local acoustic
Neutron-powder-diffraction (NPD) measurements were (in-phase) and optic (out-of-phase) mode vibrations of the
made using the BT-1, 32-detector, high-resolution, powder H in these pairs. In a-Y(H D ) , the H atoms are0.1 0.9 0.19

diffractometer with the Cu(311) monochromator at a diluted by the heavier D atoms, minimizing the formation
˚wavelength of 1.5391(1) A and horizontal divergences of of H–H pairs necessary for dynamic coupling to occur.

15’, 20’ and 7’ of arc for the in-pile, monochromatic-beam Such isotope-dilution-neutron-spectroscopy studies have
and diffracted-beam collimators, respectively. been utilized extensively in what follows to examine the

details of dynamic interactions and related structural
properties of rare-earth-hydride systems. From one-dimen-

3. Yttrium–hydrogen sional modelling of the 4-meV splitting associated with the
a-YH c-axis feature, the H–H interaction force con-0.18

The neutron vibrational spectra of the different phases of stant was estimated to be |4% of the Y–H force constant
YH are depicted in Fig. 1, illustrating marked differences [8].x

in the H density of states (DOS). At low H concentrations Above x¯0.2, YH precipitates out into the b-phasex

below x¯0.2 [4], an a-phase solid solution exists with H dihydride b-YH , forming a face-centered-cubic (fcc) Y2

residing in the tetrahedral (t) interstices of the hexagonal- lattice with H fully occupying the t interstices. For 2,x#

close-packed (hcp) Y metal lattice and is stable down to 2.10, the excess H atoms partially occupy the octahedral
near absolute zero. The a-YH spectrum indicates an (o) interstices. This can be seen clearly by the H DOS0.18

anisotropic t-site potential, with the high-energy peak at spectra for b-YH [9] and b-YH in Fig. 1. The pure2 2.10

134.2 meV due to the doubly-degenerate basal-plane dihydride spectrum yields a broad complex doublet cen-
vibrations and the soft mode at 100.1 meV due to the tered at |123 meV due to the vibrations of the t-site H (H )t

singlet vibration along the c direction. Electrical-resistivity atoms. The superstoichiometric dihydride b-YH pos-2.10

[5], diffuse-elastic-neutron-scattering [6] and NVS [7] sesses a similar feature as well as a small lower-energy

Fig. 1. Comparison of the low-resolution vibrational spectra for a-YH , Fig. 2. High-resolution H vibrational spectra of the c-axis-polarized0.18

b-YH [9], b-YH and g-YH at low temperature. modes in a-YH and a-Y(H D ) at 8 K [8].2 2.10 3 0.18 0.1 0.9 0.19
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feature at 81.2 meV due to the vibrations of the o-site H constant can be estimated to be |6% of the Y–D force
(H ) atoms. The lack of H vibrations in the b-YH constant.o o 2

spectrum is somewhat contrary to the belief [10] that o Near the upper b-phase boundary, there are indications
sites begin filling in the pure rare-earth dihydrides before [14,15] that the H atoms develop a short-range-orderedo

the full occupation of the t sites. Indeed, recent NPD arrangement akin to the long-range (I4/mmm) order ex-
measurements of b-YD [11] also infer full t-site occupa- pected for the hypothetical cubic YH stoichiometry, in2 2.25

tion and zero o-site occupation within statistical uncertain- which only every fourth (042) o-site plane is occupied by
ty, at least up to |600 K. This is in agreement with recent hydrogen. This behavior is consistent with the low-tem-
magic-angle-spinning NMR results for b-YD at 200 K perature vibrational spectra of the H atoms in b-YHx o 2.03

[12], which indicated only t-site occupation for x,2.00. and b-YH in Fig. 4. The H spectra display a similar2.10 o

Isotope-dilution experiments have shown that the com- concentration dependence as those for the superstoich-
plex vibrational DOS for the H atoms is a manifestation of iometric dihydrides of Tb [16] and La [17]. In all theset

H–H dynamic interactions, similar to that observed for the systems, the H DOS is found to be sensitive to theo

H–H pairing interactions in a-YH . Such interactions were temperature- and concentration-dependent arrangement ofx

invoked years ago to describe the origin of a similar the H atoms in the o-site sublattice. For x52.03, theo

optic-phonon dispersion for the H vibrations in the cubic low-concentration H atoms are predominantly isolated int o

dihydride ZrH [13]. In particular, diluting the H atoms a local cubic environment and possess a sharp DOS. Minor2

with heavier D atoms in the b-phase dihydride has been sideband contributions are attributed to the small fraction
seen to cause a collapse of the dynamically induced of H atoms that participate in small clusters of short-rangeo

dispersion into a much sharper singlet feature representa- order at this H concentration. As x increases to 2.10, theo

tive of the triply-degenerate normal modes of an iso- extent of the short-range order increases, as evidenced by
topically-isolated H atom situated in a cubic potential [9]. the growth of the sidebands with respect to the centralt

Fig. 3 illustrates this for the reverse case of isotope feature. If there were no b /g phase boundary at this Ho

dilution, i.e., D atoms diluted by lighter H atoms in concentration (such as for b-TbH and b-LaH ), then thex x

b-Y(H D ) [9]. The relative collapse of the split D order for x.2.10 would most likely become long-ranged.0.9 0.1 2 t

DOS into a narrow peak in going from b-YD to b- In this case, approaching x50.25 would lead to full I4/2

Y(H D ) clearly reflects the result of isolating the D mmm order with the disappearance of the central feature0.9 0.1 2 t

atoms from each other. Moreover, the weak sidebands in and the growth of the sidebands into a dispersion-
the diluted D DOS can be attributed to local acoustic- and broadened bimodal DOS distribution (e.g., see the LaHt 2.25

optic-mode vibrations from a smaller number of isolated spectrum in Fig. 7 below and the accompanying mode
nearest-neighbor D –D pairs. From the 5-meV splitting in assignments in the text).t t

this case, the nearest-neighbor D –D interaction force In actuality, for H concentrations above x52.10, g-t t

phase YH precipitates out, reverting back to an hcp metal3

lattice, which is typical of the other heavier rare-earth

Fig. 3. High-resolution D vibrational spectra for b-YD and b-t 2

Y(H D ) at low temperature. A multicomponent Gaussian fit of the0.9 0.1 2

latter shows a strong central peak associated with the vibrations of
isolated D atoms and a weaker doublet assigned to the acoustic and optic Fig. 4. High-resolution H vibrational spectra for b-YH and b-YHt o 2.03 2.10

vibrations of D –D pairs [9]. at 10 K.t t
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trihydride systems [18,19]. Recent NPD results for YD mode assignment of the spectrum is in progress. Consider-3

[3] are in agreement with an earlier study [20] and indicate ing the sizes and geometries of the m and t sites, it is
¯a structure possessing P3c1 symmetry, identical to that believed that the c-axis-polarized vibrations of the Hm

found for HoD [21]. In this structure, the unit cell is a atoms account for the lowest-energy asymmetric feature at3] ]Œ Œ( 3 3 3)R308 expansion of the conventional hcp unit 57 meV. A high-resolution spectrum of this feature is
]Œcell in the ab plane (i.e., a5 3a , c5c ). The D atoms suggestive of a bimodal lineshape. Thus, based on relative0 0

occupy unusual interstitial positions of a c-axis-elongated occupancies, the in-plane H atoms are tentatively as-m

hcp metal lattice, instead of the more conventional o and t signed to a weaker component at |52 meV and the near-
sites. The D atoms are displaced vertically toward the plane H atoms to a stronger component at |57 meV.o m

metal planes from their ideal o-site positions, with one- Indeed, one would expect the in-plane H atoms to have am

third and two-thirds of the atoms located at in-plane (m1) lower normal-mode energy since the corresponding Y–H
and near-plane (m2) three-fold positions, respectively (see force constants have no vector component in the c direc-
Fig. 5). The D atoms are displaced horizontally also in a tion (unlike the Y–H force constants associated with thet

correlated fashion to accommodate the presence of the near-plane H atoms).m

m-site D (D ) atoms. Moreover, the NPD refinementsm

suggest the presence of an order-disorder equilibrium
amongst the D atoms. The disorder involves c-axis 4. Lanthanum–hydrogenm

displacements of a fraction of D atoms from near-plane tom

in-plane positions, concomitant with an equal number of Unlike YH , the light rare-earth hydride LaH maintainsx x

compensating D atoms shifting from in-plane to near- its fcc metal sublattice over the entire concentration rangem

plane positions. The displacements are facilitated by the 2#x#3. This leads to a more complicated phase diagram
relatively open channels formed along the c direction by [22] and more significant and variegated H–H interactions
the Y and D atoms. The g-YH spectrum in Fig. 1 shows over the large H-concentration range. This is mirrored byt 3

the complexity of the H vibrational DOS. A complete the low-temperature H vibrational spectra for the x-depen-
dent series of La hydrides in Fig. 6. Upon increasing the H
concentration from x52 (where the spectrum reflects only
H vibrations) to x53, the H DOS (i.e., the features abovet t

|80 meV) transforms into a complex distribution of peaks
due to x-dependent H –H and H –H interactions [2].t o t t

Concomitantly, the contributions from the H DOS emergeo

and grow in a way dictated by x-dependent H –Ho o

interactions. In particular, as discussed earlier for the
b-YH spectra in Fig. 4, the relatively sharp DOS at 70.7x

Fig. 5. The displacement of the D atoms from (a) the hypothetical ideal o
sites defined by the hcp metal sublattice to (b) the in-metal-plane and (c)
the near-metal-plane m sites in the actual g-YD structure. Fig. 6. High-resolution vibrational spectra for LaH (2#x#3) near 10 K.3 x
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meV for the predominantly isolated H atoms in LaH leads to the assignment of the stronger, higher-energyo 2.03

transforms into a broadened bimodal distribution at 68.3 component to degenerate H vibrational modes polarizedo

and 74.0 for LaH [17]. The latter H DOS is a in the ab plane and the weaker, lower-energy component2.25 o

reflection of the I4/mmm order which is stabilized at low to the orthogonal singlet H vibrational mode polarizedo

temperature. Fig. 7 illustrates the ideal low-temperature along the c direction. This suggests similar assignments for
LaD structure as determined by NPD [23], an arrange- the spectral sidebands found for the H DOS in b-YH2.25 o 2.10

ment typically observed for other rare-earth deuterides near in Fig. 4 above, except in that case, the H ordering iso

this stoichiometry [24–26]. The long-range order in the H shorter-ranged.o

sublattice of LaH is accompanied by a cubic-to-tetra- As the H concentration increases to LaH , the relative2.25 2.50

gonal lattice distortion. In this structure, all nearest-neigh- intensities of the bimodal components of H DOS becomeo

bor o sites surrounding the H atoms are vacant, an reversed and further broadened. In this instance, the ideal,o

observation which has prompted others [25] to suggest that low-temperature, long-range-ordered structure as deter-
a repulsive H –H interaction drives the H ordering in mined for LaD by NPD [27] has I4 /amd symmetryo o o 2.50 1

these systems. Due to the presence of significant x-depen- (see Fig. 7), similar to that observed for CeD [28]. The2.45

dent H–H interactions in these systems, the local site H ordering can be described as a repeating sequence ofo

symmetry of the H atoms may no longer be considered to four (042) o-site planes comprised of two adjacent filledo

be cubic, since the positions of the surrounding H planes followed by two adjacent empty planes. Again,o

neighbors must also be included. Consideration of the based on symmetry and relative intensity arguments, the
noncubic symmetry of the I4/mmm-ordered H sublattice stronger, lower-energy component of the H DOS wouldo o

in LaH and the relative intensities of the bimodal peaks be assigned to the degenerate H vibrational modes2.25 o

polarized in the ab plane and the weaker, higher-energy
component to the orthogonal H vibrational mode polar-o

ized along the c direction. This is in contrast to the
assignment in LaH , where the c-axis mode is the softer2.25

mode, yet is qualitatively consistent with the differences in
the two structures. In particular, the inclusion of the extra
H atoms into the LaH structure to make the LaHo 2.25 2.50

structure leads to the occupation of four out of the twelve
nearest-neighbor o-site vacancies surrounding each Ho

atom. This results in additional H –H force constanto o

contributions to the o-site potentials. Because of the
LaH symmetry, all four nearest-neighbor H atoms2.50 o

perturb the c-axis vibrations, whereas only two of the four
nearest-neighbor H atoms perturb each of the degenerateo

orthogonal vibrations in the ab plane. Thus, ignoring all
other effects which appear to cause the mean H vi-o

brational energy to decrease with increasing H concen-o

tration, we would suggest that the extra H atoms ino

LaH cause the c-axis vibrations to stiffen more than the2.50

ab-plane vibrations, probably enough to place the c-axis-
mode energy above the doubly-degenerate-mode energies.

Fig. 8 illustrates the effects of D–D interactions on the
D DOS for LaD by a comparison with the D DOS foro 2.50 o

La(H D ) . Similar to the isotope dilution results for0.9 0.1 2.50

a-YH and b-YD in Figs. 2 and 3 above, dilution of0.18 2

the D atoms with the lighter H atoms causes a collapse of
the D DOS into a much sharper feature. Again, this iso

evidence for the presence of significant dynamic coupling
interactions within the D sublattice of LaD as theo 2.50

origin of the vibrational line broadening. A similar result
was observed previously for the H DOS spectra foro

b-TbH and b-Tb(H D ) [2], which corroborates2.25 0.1 0.9 2.25
Fig. 7. Comparison of the low-temperature structures for LaD (I4/2.25 the generality of these b-phase interactions for different x
mmm) [23] and LaD (I4 /amd) [27] as determined by NPD. Arrows2.50 1 values and for different rare-earth hydrides.indicate the displacement directions of the D and La atoms from thet

The H DOS for LaH in Fig. 6 is worthy of mentionhigh-symmetry positions. In the high-temperature cubic structures, the 2.75

partially filled D sublattices are completely disordered. due to the emergence of unusual features at 53.4, 92, ando
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Fig. 9. Temperature dependence of the Bragg scattering around the [220]
Fig. 8. Comparison of the high-resolution D vibrational spectra for reflection for LaD .o 3

LaD and La(H D ) at 10 K.2.50 0.9 0.1 2.50

ticular, both NPD and NVS measurements of
102 meV. These features appear to smear out or disappear La(H D ) (0#y#1) confirm that an isotopic enrich-12y y 2.50

as the temperature is increased above the tetragonal-to- ment of H with respect to D occurs in the o-sites and is
cubic phase transition near 240 K. Low-temperature NPD maximized at low temperature. For example, for
measurements of LaD [29] are suggestive of the La(H D ) , Rietveld refinements of diffraction data2.75 0.2 0.8 2.50

presence of a minor second phase of unknown structure have indicated that the H/D isotopic ratio in the o-site
besides a main tetragonal phase possessing long-range D sublattice varies from 41/59 at 15 K to 30/70 at 300 Ko

ordering. Further experiments are underway to determine and 26/74 at 400 K. The range of values is significantly
whether these DOS features may indeed be related to the different from the overall H/D stoichiometric ratio of
presence of some low-temperature secondary phase. 20 /80. The physics behind this phenomenon is currently

At the highest H concentration, LaH , the two extremely being explored in more detail.3

broad H and H components of the H DOS in Fig. 6o t

reflect considerable optic-phonon dispersion due to the
presence of extensive H–H interactions. Previous heat- 5. Conclusions
capacity studies [30] suggested a complicated temperature-
dependent evolution in structure. Early NPD measurements The above neutron scattering results for the Y and La
of LaD [31] confirmed at least one phase transition at3 hydrides and deuterides are representative of the interest-
|230 K as evidenced by the appearance of low-tempera- ing physics which occurs for all the rare-earth hydrides due
ture superlattice peaks. This has been confirmed by more to the x-dependent interactions of the hydrogen isotopes in
recent high-resolution NPD measurements of LaD [32]3 the complex array of phases present. Clearly, more work
which reveal the emergence with cooling, of additional needs to be done to fully characterize the hydrogen binding
satellite lines associated with the main Bragg features. For potentials and their effect on the structural and dynamic
example, Fig. 9 illustrates the temperature dependence of behavior in these systems. These results indicate that
the Bragg scattering around the [220] reflection. A trans- further progress can be made in this area using the unique
formation from the cubic structure occurs below |260 K capabilities of neutron scattering methods in combination
with a redistribution of some scattering intensity away with isotopically manipulated hydride samples.
from the main [220] peak and into a series of closely-
spaced satellite lines. This is different behavior than has
been typically observed during the transitions of La
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